
DOES THE DESIGN OF POPULAR MUSIC PACKAGING TELL US MORE ABOUT THE MUSIC ON THE CD  
OR THE CULTURE OF THOSE WHO BUY THE CD?  

Apparently, popular music isn’t the same as pop music. And, all this time, I had
thought that one was a contraction of the other, blissfully unaware of the subtle
nuances in meaning. Perhaps then, some definitions are in order. Popular music is an
umbrella term for a variety of different “musical styles that are accessible to the
general public and mostly distributed commercially”.1 

Pop music is a narrower subcategory of popular music. The dictionary defines pop
music as “music of general appeal to teenagers; a bland watered-down version of rock
'n' roll with more rhythm and harmony and an emphasis on romantic love”2 This is
probably a bit on the harsh side because it fails to emphasise the fluid nature of pop
music: the Pop genre includes styles of popular music such as R&B (rhythm and
blues), Hip-Hop, Rock and Country. It is a more melodic and toned down incarnation
of the music styles mentioned, designed to appeal to the masses.

Popular music traditionally stands apart from classical music and folk music, but this
is a boundary that is hazy in terms of contemporary music. Walk into your local
record store, and there you have the best indicator as to what popular music is.
Everything there is readily available and on commercial release. Nowadays there are
popular versions of almost every type of music going: trance, metal and world music
feature alongside the usual R&B, Hip Hop and Pop/Rock sections. Even the forbidden
categories of classical and folk music have entered into the popular music domain.
Chillout compilations that have popularised concert pieces and operatic/classical
artists such as Andrea Bocelli, Charlotte Church and Vanessa Mae represent recent
classical forays into popular music culture.

The charts are also revealing in regard to what we as society regard as popular music.
There are quite a few charts (some of which are genre specific), but the most well
known are the Billboard chart in the USA and the Top 40 here in the UK. Music of all
styles is ranked on a weekly basis on popularity by assessing various criteria such as
the number of sales and more recently, downloads. DJ requests and cumulative radio
airplay are also taken into account. That it provides a sales statistic is testament to the
commerciality of the music. That it is disseminated liberally by radio stations is
suggestive of its accessibility.

Peter Maybury declares, “I’ve never bought a record without being influenced by the
cover”3 His perspective on the situation seems to say that the success or failure of a
record can to some extent hinge on its aesthetic appearance. I would venture to say
that the cover art no longer plays such a vital role in the saleability of a record. The
increasing move toward music downloads demonstrates that people only really want
the music. Many more CDs are purchased online and if a physical copy is bought in a
music shop, it is likely that the customer set out with the intent of buying it. In other
words, it appears to be more of a premeditated business than it once was. 

1 Definition from Wikipedia
2 www.dictionary.com
3 quoted in Rivers, 2003



As a consequence, I think the most crucial feature of a CD design is its
recognisability. This, it is important to stress is an attribute that is set apart from the
distinctiveness of well-designed CDs. I would consider a distinctive CD to be
alluring, thoroughly and considerately designed and communicative of its personality
and individuality. This is best achieved with direct reference to the band and their
music. Recognisability on the other hand is equally true of an eyesore as it is a vision
of beauty. Thus a CD may well be recognisable but represent a monument to bad
design in the eyes of many a graphic designer.

The CDs that line the shelves of music chains nationwide tend to fall into the latter
category. It is no surprise that the two attributes that best characterise popular music,
its commerciality and accessibility filter through and are mirrored in the design. In the
first instance, it is clear that music companies are fuelled by profits, so design is
subordinate to the profit motive. Secondly, in terms of being accessible, the CD, like
the music on it must appeal to as wide an audience as possible, which in turn will
translate into increased sales that generate more revenue for the record companies. 
What it makes for is bland design, too unadventurous to be offensive in any way. 
Consequently, a visit to the music store now presents us with row upon row of
airbrushed visages of popular artists staring benignly back at us. Recognisable, yet
ultimately boring.

Popular music is meant to have universal appeal, since it is not reminiscent of any
specific geographic or demographic musical flavour or trend. It is musically orthodox
“in that it attempts to resonate with a large segment of its target demographic rather
than pushing artistic boundaries”4. It is debatable whether designers of popular music
CDs actually listen to the music before making design choices. It is arguable whether
they need to if we consider how much of the mainstream music available is just
middle-of-the-road variation on a theme. More often than not I feel the imagery used
reflects the relatively conservative stance of the music. In the circumstances any
deviation from the mean appears clichéd and contrived. For example a popular
classical CD may purposely have a traditional look to attempt to appeal to classical
music lovers. 

Superficially, interplay between the artwork and the music is evident. If we take for
example the image of the artist or band, which is the most popular choice for CD
cover art, their clothing, countenance and surroundings can provide a clue to the
music that we can expect to find on the disc. For instance, American artist Eminem
produces rap music, which in terms of design is denoted by his gangster style attire
and attitude on the cover. In addition, the images may reflect the feelings experienced
whilst listening to the songs: this includes but is not limited to happiness, sadness,
anger, love or courage. On the same example, the rapper’s expression may look tough
and intimidating. It is symbolic of the musician’s lifestyle and outlook which we
assume impacts on the lyrics and melodies. If there didn’t exist palpable connections
between certain lifestyles with certain styles of music, it might entail a little more
guesswork. Rather, the associations we make in real life help us determine the audio
we can expect to find on the CD. We wouldn’t expect a ballad from the man in baggy
trousers and bandana. We can derive from this conversation that CDs, rather than
directly reflecting the music, image the subculture (and its concomitant emotions and
fashions) from which the music originates. An accurate visual representation of the

4 Frith, 2004



music would not be as saleable as a picture of a recognisable artist, so the artists act as
convenient vehicles to embody the music. The cover imagery also allows us to make
links to the age, gender ethnicity or location etc. of the principal buyers. Even though
popular music is written to cater for the majority, there are general target audiences.
The relationship works both ways. With the associations that we make between
music, culture and buying habits come future expectations that tie in with our
presuppositions. Take the example of a hip-hop CD – the artist is generally depicted
semi-clad and seductive. Since there is a reputation for this, the average hormonal
teenager will expect the cover to feature sexy pictures of the singer.

Some of the generalisations I have made thus far are not as easily applied with respect
to music released by independent labels. Ian Anderson, of the Designer’s Republic
observes that “with CD packaging, like magazines… the design is experienced
through live interaction. Ideas can be revealed as a narrative… I don’t want to see the
end of the film at the same time as the beginning.”

Independent labels try more concertedly to create CD packaging that represents a
tangible continuation of the sonic experience. Some of the most inventive and
experimental design comes from independent labels. Perhaps the principal reason for
this is that, lacking mainstream recognition, they have to vie for attention in the same
way vinyl had to stand out amongst the competition – an irony given that scarce
budgets force them to rely mainly on the creative use of typography and imagery.

Whether innovative or conventional, music packaging is inevitably influenced by both
the culture of the subgenre it belongs to and the cultural values of the world at large.
As Megg sums up, “a visual style is not just an attractive surface decoration: it is
often an expression of a philosophy, an ideology”5. When done with love and care it
results in forward thinking and iconic artwork and packaging design, which allow us
to extract some glimpse of the artist and their music. Examples that come to mind are
Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon, The Beatles Sgt Pepper and Nirvana’s
Nevermind. The album artwork is memorable, so it adds another dimension to the
music (what Anderson referred to as narrative). It also defines an era, because it is the
product of cultural influences.

The influence culture exerts is inescapable. When you think back to the first record
you bought, you may cringe not only at the music but also at the cultural influences
such as the fashion that seemed so cool at the time. Even the covers mentioned as
examples of good packaging probably gained recognition or were enhanced by the
timelessness of the music. Rosemary Coombes succinctly summarises it thus:
“creativity must involve the reworking of cultural forms available to us”6 [my italics]

In other words, the wellspring of ideas comes from whatever expressions are currently
going on around us. Design is a lens onto culture and vice versa. Culture is only
evident and visible via design. Reciprocally, culture informs everything from the
typographic style to the choice and rendering of imagery in CD design.

In the internet age, MP3s threaten to render the CD format obsolete. Additionally
designers have their wings clipped by having to abide by convention: the size of

5 in Fenmore and Heller, 1997
6 Ibid.



shelves, placing of price labels in a prominent place (which can dictate position of
typography, the need for the artist name to feature in the upper portion, and the
standard jewel disc, and are loath to veer off onto the road less travelled and break
with tradition. Maybe CDs will follow suit with books: release a ‘hardback’ version
(nicely packaged physical copy with extras) and then follow up with a ‘paperback’
(paid for, electronic) format. 

If we are to stop CDs from becoming the antiques of the future, the importance lies in
creating packaging that is for keeps, the one thing an mp3 cannot supply. Just as
iconic fashions dominated each decade, so too can music packaging leave its indelible
mark on time. 

Contemporary culture seems a little fickle to me. It is a culture of excess that treats
things as throwaway, and there is a prevalent attitude - the impatience of wanting
things now. Design wise, it results in cheap looking, ‘fast food’ style cover art that
lacks creativity and yet ironically perfectly images the disposable pop it is meant to
represent. Currently, marketability champions design aesthetic – radical design may
jeopardise sales, so the safe, conservative option wins out. Design in general is in a
state of flux. In today’s society, it is hard to gauge what will be the defining designs
of our age, in years to come. Megg again: “The mania for historical revivals during
the last decade has often detached the visual appearance of an earlier style from its
symbolic meaning and social context rendering it neuter.” We must be careful to
foster creativity and ensure appropriation of inspiration from years past does not
border on plagiarism. 

Piet Mondrian, founder of the de stijl movement once said, “It is the spirit of the times
that determines artistic expression, which in turn reflects the spirit of the times”7. I do
not think it is bold to state that CD packaging (even the bland or profane examples) is
an expression of our time, our modern culture. Charlotte Rivers concurs adding,
“Popular music is arguably the main area of cultural production that people most
closely identify with events or periods in their lives.”8 CDs are defining cultural
objects of their eras. The relationship between the music, the dominant culture and the
design is a fluid one. Each constituent part informs and is informed. The music and
culture is mediated through design which in turn is influenced by contemporary music
and culture. As such, album covers provide a visual archive of cultural history, and
render music an intangible but vital part of our heritage.

7 In Fenmore and Heller, 1997
8 Rivers, 2003
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